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HUMAN INTERFACE APPARATUS HAVING 
INPUT UNIT FOR POINTER LOCATION 

INFORMATION AND POINTER COMMAND 
EXECUTION UNIT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/403,998, filed on Nov. 25, 2014, 
which is the National Stage filing under 35 U.S.C. 371 of 
International Application No. PCT/KR2012/01 1822, filed on 
Dec. 29, 2012, which claims the benefits of Korean Patent 
Application No. 10-2012-0056427, filed on May 28, 2012, 
Korean Patent Application No. 10-2012-0061197, filed on 
Jun. 8, 2012, Korean Patent Application No. 10-2012 
0074248, filed on Jul. 9, 2012, Korean Patent Application No. 
10-2012-0104272, filed on Sep. 20, 2012, Korean Patent 
Application No. 10-2012-0110998, filed on Oct. 6, 2012, 
Korean Patent Application No. 10-2012-0125755, filed on 
Nov. 8, 2012, Korean Patent Application No. 10-2012 
0129166, filed on Nov. 15, 2012, Korean Patent Application 
No. 10-2012-0152644, filed on Dec. 24, 2012 and Korean 
Patent Application No. 10-2012-0156853, filed on Dec. 28, 
2012, the contents of which are all hereby incorporated by 
reference herein in their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a human interface 
configured to receive text information or pointing location 
information from a user in a digital device, which can receive 
text or pointing location related information, Such as a com 
puter, a notebook (or laptop computer), a tablet PC, a mobile 
phone, and so on, and to transmit the received information to 
the digital device. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0003. A text input device, such as a keyboard, which is 
configured to input text in a personal computer orportable (or 
mobile) digital device, has been disclosed. Additionally, a 
pointing device. Such as a mouse device, which is configured 
to control pointing locations of a pointer and to perform 
functions of the pointer, which is configured to control the 
digital device, has also been disclosed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Technical Objects 

0004. The related art text input device and pointing device 
were either provided as separate devices or a pointing input 
area was configured in a separate area that is differentiated 
from a text input area of the text input device. Under an 
operation environment, wherein text input and pointing loca 
tion information input and pointer execution command input 
are frequently shifted, due to an excessive number of move 
ments of the hand, operation efficiency is being degraded. 

Technical Solutions 

0005. By equipping a pointing location information input 
area of a pointing device at an upper portion of a text input 
area plane of a text input device, and by equipping a shifting 
unit configured to shift to and from a text input mode and a 
pointing location information input mode, among the text 
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input, the performance of a pointing input while minimizing 
movements of the users hand by simply shifting the input 
mode may become possible, and, accordingly, the operation 
efficiency may be enhanced. 

Effects of the Invention 

0006. By integrating separately equipped text input device 
and pointing device with a single human interface device, 
product price and product size may be reduced, and, by 
removing unnecessary operation in user manipulation, the 
operation efficiency may be enhanced. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary diagram of a multi 
human interface device being equipped with a pointing 
device and a text input device. 
0008 FIG. 2 illustrates a flow chart describing an exem 
plary operation order respective to mode Switching of a point 
ing device and a text device. 
0009 FIG. 3 illustrates exemplary embodiments of struc 
tures of a text input device and a pointing device. 
0010 FIG. 4 illustrates exemplary embodiments of a 
pointer execution command unit integrated mode shifting 
unit. 
0011 FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary embodiments of a 
structure of a pointer location information input device. 
0012 FIG. 6 illustrates a structural diagram of an infrared 
light-ray laser sensor module. 
(0013 FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary embodiment indi 
cating a pointer location information input area. 
0014 FIG. 8 illustrates a first exemplary embodiment of a 
pointer location information input device that can be detached 
from a text input device. 
0015 FIG. 9 illustrates a second exemplary embodiment 
of a pointer location information input device that can be 
detached from a text input device. 
0016 FIG. 10 illustrates a third exemplary embodiment of 
a pointer location information input device that can be 
detached from a text input device. 
0017 FIG. 11 illustrates a front view diagram and a per 
spective view diagram of a human interface device having a 
low-positioned pointer location information input device 
applied thereto. 
0018 FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
pointer execution command unit integrated mode shifting 
unit. 
0019 FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of 
using a cover of a human interface device having a low 
positioned pointer location information input device applied 
thereto. 
0020 FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
human interface device being applied to a mobile electronic 
device. 
0021 FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary embodiment apply 
ing a low-positioned pointer location information input 
device and a low-positioned pointer execution command unit. 

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

0022. This relates to a multihuman interface configured to 
receive text information or pointing location information 
from a user in a digital device, which can receive text or 
pointing location related information, Such as a computer, a 
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notebook (or laptop computer), a tablet PC, a mobile phone, 
and so on, and to transmit the received information to the 
digital device. 
0023. A keyboard, which is configured of an elastic body 
and a plurality of physical buttons respectively connected to a 
Switched, is being widely used as a conventional text infor 
mation input device. 
0024. Additionally, in a digital device equipped with a 
touch interface, when a virtual keyboard is displayed on a 
display, and when part of the user's body touched the virtual 
keyboard, which is displayed on the display, a method of 
inputting text through the virtual keyboard, which is dis 
played on a portion that is touched by the user, by detecting 
the user's gesture or electrical signal is also being used. 
0025. The touch interface may recognize the users touch 
by recognizing a movement of a part of the user's body, or by 
recognizing a contact being made on a specific contact Sur 
face, or by detecting a flow of an electric current through the 
user's body, or by detecting a blockage or interference caused 
on light or Sound wave, and so on, by a part of the user's body. 
0026. Examples of a touchscreen interface includes a 
resistive touchscreen, a capacitive touchscreen, an optical 
touchscreen, a Surface acoustic wave (or ultrasonic) touch 
screen, and so on. 
0027. The resistive touchscreen corresponds to a touch 
screen that is configured to be operated by recognizing pres 
SUC. 

0028. Although the resistive touchscreen is advantageous 
in that it is low-priced and that notes can be taken down or 
Small letters can be written by using a stylus pen, the resistive 
touchscreen is also known to be disadvantageous in that, due 
to its method of using pressure, touch cannot be recognized 
when pressed with too much force and also that the resistive 
touchscreen has a slow touch sensitivity as compared to the 
capacitive touchscreen. 
0029. The resistive touchscreen is configured of a multiple 
layers. 
0030. Among such multiple layers, there is a conductive 
layer, and the conductive layer consists of two layers facing 
into each other while having an air layer placed between the 
two layers. 
0031 When an outside of the screen is pressed, the two 
conductive layers touch one another, and, due to such contact, 
a change occurs in resistance and electric currents, thereby 
allowing the touch to be recognized. 
0032. A capacitive sensing or capacitive touch method 
corresponds to a method sensing movements by using a 
capacitance coupling effect. 
0033. Unlike the resistive touchscreen, which uses pres 
Sure, the capacitive touchscreen is configured of a highly 
conductive glass, which is referred to as Indium Tin Oxide. 
0034. By having sensors attached to each four corners of 
the glass, a surface of the glass is in a state of having electric 
currents flowing therein. 
0035. The principle of the capacitive method corresponds 
to recognizing a change in electric currents by using Such 
glass. 
0036 When a finger touches the screen, electrodes flow 
ing through the glass flow into the body through the finger, 
and, herein, the capacitive method corresponds to an operat 
ing method having the sensor detect a location where Such 
change in the electric currents occurs. 
0037. Instead of pressing on the screen by applying force, 
since the capacitive touch method can recognize a touch by 
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slightly touching the screen, the capacitive touchscreen is 
known to provide Smoother manipulation and Scrolling. 
0038. Additionally, the capacitive touch method can pro 
vide a multi-touch function, wherein several points can be 
touched. 
0039. Since the capacitive touch method corresponds to an 
operating method that uses a changed amount of electric 
currents, manipulation cannot be performed when wearing 
leather gloves, through which electric currents cannot flow, or 
by using fingernails or a stylus pen. 
0040. However, the screen may be touched by using a 
capacitive touchscreen specific separate stylus pen. 
0041 Since the sensor is highly sensitive, the capacitive 
touchscreen may be influenced by other Surrounding devices. 
0042. The optical touchscreen is operated by measuring 
coordinates by using an infrared light-ray camera, which is 
mounted on a vertex of the touchscreen, and a shadow of an 
object intending to touch the screen, the shadow being created 
by the infrared light. 
0043. The surface acoustic wave (or ultrasonic) touch 
screen is operated by measuring coordinates by emitting 
ultrasonic waves on the screen in order to detect interference 
effects caused by the user's touch. 
0044 Additionally, diverse touch input technologies, 
which can be used for controlling location information of a 
pointer by recognizing location information of the user's 
body part by detecting contact or movement of the user, may 
be used in the present invention. 
004.5 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary diagram of a multi 
human interface device being equipped with a pointing 
device and a text input device. 
0046. A pointing device integrated text input device may 
have a housing (100), which is configured to Support a text 
input device and a pointer location information input area. 
0047. The housing is provided with a solidity (or strength) 
that can resist pressure of a user input, and the housing may be 
configured of a control unit, a memory unit, a battery unit, an 
encoding unit, a transmitting unit, and so on, for receiving text 
input information and pointer location information input 
information and for transmitting the corresponding informa 
tion to a digital device, which is connected to the pointing 
device integrated text input device via wired or wireless con 
nection. 
0048. The pointing device integrated text input device 
may be configured of a plurality of buttons (109) for receiving 
text input information from the user. 
0049. The plurality of buttons (109) may consist of physi 
cal buttons or virtual buttons. 
0050. The physical button consists of a button that is con 
nected to an elastic body or a button having its own elasticity, 
and the characteristics of the physical button is that, due to the 
elasticity of the button, when the button receives a user input, 
the button makes a position shift, and, when the user input is 
removed, the button returns to its initial position. 
0051. The physical button is configured to be connected to 
an electrical Switch and, the physical button may be config 
ured to have a structure, wherein, when pressure is applied by 
the user, the button makes a position shift, and a phase of the 
Switch is changed, thereby generating a text input value of the 
corresponding button. 
0.052 The physical button corresponds an elastic structure 
having no electric Switch, wherein the elastic structure is 
configured to perform position shift after receivera user input 
and returning to its initial position when the user input is 
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removed (or released), and text input information of the user 
may generate text input information based upon location 
information of a location where pressure or gesture of the user 
is recognized by the above-described touch input device. 
0053. The virtual button may be configured by displaying 
a text input button on the display device. 
0054 The virtual button may correspond to an arbitrary 
button, which is displayed by projecting light on a transparent 
or semi-transparent or non-transparent object. 
0055. The virtual button is not recognized by the user's 
eyes, yet the virtual button may generate the corresponding 
text input information based upon the user pressure or gesture 
information by using the dedicated (or unique) location infor 
mation for each text. 

0056. The multi human interface device may have a text 
input area (107) and pointing location information input areas 
(108a, 108b) each having at least a portion as a common area. 
0057 The pointing location information input area (108a, 
108b) corresponds to an area located at a surface or upper 
portion or lower portion of the button designated for text 
input, and, as shown in FIG. 1, the pointing location informa 
tion input areas may share at least a portion with the textinput 
aca. 

0058. The pointing location information input area may 
include the text input area, or the text input area may include 
the pointing location information input area. 
0059. The pointing location information input area and the 
text input area may have at least a portion in common, and the 
at least one portion may be used as the pointing location 
information input area but not used as the text input area, or 
the at least one portion may be used as the text input area but 
not used as the pointing location information input area. 
0060. The multi human interface device may be config 
ured to have a pointer location information input device 
(105), which is configured to create a virtual text input area or 
virtual pointing location information input area for inputting 
text or for inputting pointing location information or for 
inputting text and pointing location information, equipped 
within the multihuman interface device or equipped outside 
of the multihuman interface device. 

0061 The pointer location information input device (105) 
may be configured of devices, such as an infrared light-ray 
generator and an infrared light-ray receiver or an RGB cam 
era or an ultrasonic generator and an ultrasonic receiver oran 
infrared light-ray generator and an infrared light-ray camera, 
and the pointer location information input device (105) may 
receive location information and gesture information by 
detecting part of the user's body on the housing (100) surface 
or above the housing (100). 
0062. The pointer location information input device may 
be configured of a plurality of modules by being modulized in 
order to expand the input area or to enhance accuracy and 
sensitivity. 
0063 For example, a pointer location information input 
device (105b) for configuring the text input or pointing loca 
tion information input area (108b) of a right hand may be 
provided. 
0064. Alternatively, a pointer location information input 
device (105a) for configuring the text input or pointing loca 
tion information input area (108a) of a left hand may be 
provided. 
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0065. The text input area or pointing location information 
input area (108b), which is designated to the right hand, may 
include an area of a J button within an English standard 
keyboard. 
0066. The text input area or pointing location information 
input area (108a), which is designated to the left hand, may 
include an area of an F button within an English standard 
keyboard. 
0067. In case the right hand and the left hand are not 
differentiated, the pointer location information input device 
may include both the area of the J button and the area of the F 
button within an English standard keyboard. 
0068. In case the multi human interface device is con 
nected to a plurality of digital devices each having a display 
unit, the pointing location information input area may be 
capable of performing pointer location shift within the plu 
rality of display units. 
0069. For example, area division may be performed, so 
that the pointer location information input area can be 
matched to each display unit, or a separate button directing 
the display unit may be manipulated, so as to transmit pointer 
location information from the corresponding display unit, or 
pointer location information may be transmitted, so that the 
pointer can shift its position within a virtual single display 
unit by recognizing (or identifying) multiple display units as 
the virtual single display unit. 
0070 The multihuman interface device includes a point 
ing location information input device, which configures a 
pointing input area and receives pointer location information 
from the user, and the multihuman interface device may have 
a pointer execution command unit (101, 102), which is con 
figured to execute at least one function within a button or 
image or space or icon or textinput window at which a pointer 
is located, the pointer being moved (or re-located) by the 
pointing location information input device. 
0071. The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured of one button or two buttons, and each button is 
respectively in charge of a first function and a second func 
tion, and each button may be located on a left portion or a right 
portion or a center portion of the housing. 
0072 The first function, for example, may perform a same 
function as a left click of a computer mouse, and the second 
function, for example, may perform a same function as a right 
click of a computer mouse. 
0073. The pointer execution command unit, which is con 
figured of one button or two buttons, may be provided on both 
the left side and the right side of the housing. 
0074 The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured to be operated by recognizing a touch of a part of the 
user's body or a blockage of light or an interference of ultra 
Sonic waves or a shadow of the user's body part by using the 
above-described touch technique. 
0075. The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured of physical buttons having elasticity 
0076. The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured to be operated by using at least one button of text 
buttons, which are located within a text input area apart from 
the pointing location information input area. 
0077. The pointer execution command unit may be oper 
ated by selecting a physical or virtual text button within the 
pointing location information input area. 
0078 For example, in case a virtual input device through 
which location information can be inputted within a space is 
used as the pointing location information input device, and in 
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case a physical button is used as the text input device, by 
inputting location information of the pointer within a virtual 
pointing location information input area in a pointing location 
information input mode and by pressing (or pushing) a physi 
cal button, which is located at the corresponding location, a 
pointer execution command may be generated. 
007.9 The pointer execution command unit may receive 
pointer location information by a first user gesture within the 
pointing location information input area, and the pointer 
execution command unit may generate a pointer execution 
command by a second user gesture from the same location. 
0080. The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured to have the first function executed by using a first 
gesture of the user's body or a first voice, a first blink (or blink 
of the eye), a first shape of the mouth (or lips). 
0081. The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured to have the second function executed by using a sec 
ond gesture of the user's body or a second Voice, a second 
blink (or blink of the eye), a second shape of the mouth (or 
lips). 
0082. The multihuman interface device may consist of a 
text input mode, which can receive text information through 
the text input device, and a pointing location information 
input mode, which can receive pointing location information 
through the pointing location information input device. 
0083. The text input mode and the pointing location infor 
mation input mode may be shifted by a mode shifting unit 
(103). 
0084. The mode shifting unit (103) may be configured of a 
Switch that is separately located on the housing. 
0085. The mode shifting unit (103) may execute mode 
shift by detecting at least one text input button included in the 
text input device or a simultaneous reception of multiple text 
inputs. 
I0086. The mode shifting unit (103) may perform mode 
shift by receiving control information from a digital device 
that is connected to the multi human interface device via 
wired or wireless connection. 
0087. The mode shifting unit (103) may be configured to 
be integrated with the pointer execution command unit (102). 
0088 For example, configurations may be made, so that a 
mode can be shifted by detecting a first touch or a first pres 
Sure made by a first gesture. Such as a contact of a part of the 
user's body on a first button, which primarily reacts to a first 
touch or a first pressure, and which secondarily reacts to a 
second touch or a second pressure, and so that a pointer 
execution command can be generated by reacting to the sec 
ond touch or the second pressure made by a second gesture, 
Such as pressing (or pushing) a button. 
0089. The mode shifting unit (103) may consist of a tem 
porary mode shift mode and a permanent mode shift mode. 
0090. For example, the temporary shift mode may be con 
figured of shifting the text input mode to the pointing location 
information input mode by reacting to the first touch or the 
first pressure, and returning to the text input mode when the 
first touch or the first pressure is removed (or released). 
0091 Alternatively, the temporary shift mode may be con 
figured of shifting the pointing location information input 
mode to the text input mode by reacting to the first touch or the 
first pressure, and returning to the pointing location informa 
tion input mode when the first touch or the first pressure is 
removed (or released). 
0092. The permanent shift mode may be configured of 
shifting the text input mode to the pointing location informa 
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tion input mode by reacting to the second touch or the second 
pressure or a toggle Switch, and maintaining the pointing 
location information input mode even if the second touch or 
the second pressure is removed (or released). 
0093. The temporary mode shift may be performed by 
using first control information, which is received from the 
digital device being connected to the multi human interface 
device via wired or wireless connection. 
0094. The permanent mode shift may be performed by 
using second control information, which is received from the 
digital device being connected to the multi human interface 
device via wired or wireless connection. 
0.095 The mode shifting unit (103) may be configured to 
be integrated with the pointer execution command unit. 
0096. For example, when a first touch or a first pressure is 
detected on the pointer execution command unit, a temporary 
mode shift from the text input mode to the pointer location 
information input mode may be set-up, and, when a second 
touch or a second pressure is detected, a pointer execution 
command is generated, and when a third touch or a third 
pressure is applied, a permanent mode shift allowing opera 
tion to be maintained in the pointer location information input 
mode, even if the third touch or the third pressure is removed 
(or released), may be set up. 
0097. At this point, configuration may be made, so that, 
among the permanent shift modes, a pointer execution com 
mand input can be executed. 
0098. The mode shift unit may be configured on a left side 
surface or right side surface of the housing (106a, 106b) 
(0099. The mode shift unit (106a, 106b), which is config 
ured on the left side or the right side or the left side and right 
side of the housing, may be configured of a virtual button or 
a physical button, so as to be operated by detecting a touch 
input or pressure of the user. 
0100. The mode shift unit (106a, 106b), which is config 
ured on the left side or the right side or the left side and the 
right side of the housing, may be configured to have an input 
area corresponding to 3 centimeters or more and less than 15 
centimeters along the side Surface of the housing. 
0101. In case a length of the mode shift unit is less than 5 
centimeters, it is preferable to set up a location of the mode 
shift unit to include a left side space of a left Tab key within a 
Window standard keyboard. 
0102 The multihuman interface device may have a trans 
mitting unit (104) configured to transmit data via wired or 
wireless transmission to an external digital device or a digital 
device including the multihuman interface device. 
0103) The digital device may receive text input or may 
receive pointer location information. 
0104 FIG. 2 illustrates a flow chart describing an exem 
plary operation order respective to mode Switching of a point 
ing device and a text device. 
0105. The multihuman interface device may have a sepa 
rate power unit or may be Supplied with power from an 
external source via wired or wireless connection. 
0106 When power is supplied to the multi human inter 
face device by using a Switch, which is configured to control 
the power unit, it may be determined whether the multihuman 
interface device is currently in the text input mode or in the 
pointing location information input mode (200). 
0107 Based upon the determined result, in case the multi 
human interface device is in the text input mode, the textinput 
device may be activated, and text input may be received from 
the user (201). 
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0108. The text input, which is inputted by the user, may be 
transmitted to a digital device, which is connected via wired 
or wireless connection (202). 
0109 While operating in the text input mode, when a 
mode shift occurs to the pointing location information input 
mode, the text input mode may be shifted to the pointing 
location information input mode. 
0110. Alternatively, configurations may be made, so that 
pointing location information input is performed at the same 
time as the text input. 
0111. When the mode is shifted to the pointing location 
information input mode, pointing location information may 
be received by the user's input (204). 
0112 The received pointer location information may be 
transmitted to the digital device, which is connected via wired 
or wireless connection (205). 
0113. When the multi human interface device receives a 
pointer first execution command (206), the multi human 
interface device may transmit the pointer first execution com 
mand to the digital device, which is connected via wired or 
wireless connection (207). 
0114. When the multi human interface device receives a 
pointer second execution command (208), the multi human 
interface device may transmit the pointer first execution com 
mand to the digital device, which is connected via wired or 
wireless connection (209). 
0115. When the temporary mode shift is cancelled, or 
when the permanent mode shift is cancelled, the multihuman 
interface device may shift to the text input mode. 
0116. In case power of the multihuman interface device is 
blocked (or cut off) from a power switch of the power unit or 
there is no connected digital device or connection has been 
disconnected, or in case there has been no user input for a 
predetermined period of time, or termination may be per 
formed by a control of the digital device, which is connected 
via wired or wireless connection. 
0117 FIG. 3 illustrates exemplary embodiments of struc 
tures of a text input device and a pointing device. 
0118. The multihuman interface device may consist of a 

first housing (301) including a power unit or a control unit or 
a communication unit, and so on, and a second housing (302) 
for configuring a text input area and a pointing location infor 
mation input area. 
0119 The multi human interface device may have a text 
input device and a text input area (303) receiving text input 
from the user. 
0120 At this point, the text input area (303) may be con 
figured of a virtual button or a physical button. 
0121 Since a pointing location information input device is 
configured to have a resistive or capacitive touchpad format, 
the pointing location information input device may be located 
on a physical button of the text input device (304). 
0122. At this point, in case the text input device is config 
ured to have a physical touchpad format, such as a resistive or 
capacitive type, the touchpad may be used as the text input 
device and the pointing location information input device, 
and the touchpad may be used to have its mode shifted by a 
mode shift unit. 
0123. At this point, the physical touchpad, such as the 
resistive or capacitive type, may be configured as a large 
surface touchpad type multi human interface device (300), 
which is configured of a touchpad (304) including a plurality 
of text button areas of the text input unit. 
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0.124. Alternatively, the physical touchpad, such as the 
resistive or capacitive type, may also be configured as a multi 
touchpad type multi human interface device (310), which is 
configured of a multiple touchpads (311) including one text 
button area of the text input unit. 
0.125. Alternatively, the pointing location information 
input may be configured as an upper camera type multihuman 
interface device (320) configuringapointer location informa 
tion input area (321) by an infrared camera or RGB camera 
(222), which is located on an upper portion of the pointing 
location information input area. 
I0126. At this point, the upper camera type multi human 
interface device (320) may configure a virtual text input but 
ton (303) by using the upper camera. 
I0127. A lower camera (332) type multi human interface 
device (330), which is configured by positioning the camera 
on a lower portion of the second housing so as to form a 
pointing location information input area (331), may be con 
figured. 
I0128. At this point, the lower camera type multi human 
interface device (330) may configure a virtual text input but 
ton (303), which replaces the physical text input button, by 
using the lower camera. 
I0129. Alternatively, the camera may be configured as a 
transmitting/receiving (or transceiving) multi human inter 
face device (340), which receives a pointing location infor 
mation input through a virtual pointing location information 
input area (341), wherein infrared light rays or ultrasonic 
sound waves transmitted by an infrared light ray transmitter 
or ultrasonic sound wave transmitter are paired with infrared 
light ray receivers or ultrasonic sound wave receivers receiv 
ing information that are blocked or interfered by a part of the 
user's body. 
0.130. At this point, a virtual pointing location information 
input area, which is formed as a pair, may be used as a virtual 
text button input means instead of the physical text button by 
using the mode shift unit. 
I0131 FIG. 4 illustrates exemplary embodiments of a 
pointer execution command unit integrated mode shifting 
unit 
0.132. In a button type pointer execution command unit 
including an elastic body (403) configured to change its posi 
tion due to a user's pressure and to return to its initial position, 
when the pressure is released (or removed), a button (402) 
configured to receive the user's pressure, and Switches (404. 
405) configured to generate a pointer execution command 
when touching one another by respectively changing their 
positions due to the user's pressure, a pointer execution com 
mand unit integrated mode shift unit (400) may be config 
ured, wherein a modeshift unit (401) configured to shift a text 
mode and a pointing location information input mode by 
detecting a touch input of the user is positioned on an upper 
portion of the button. 
I0133. In a button type pointer execution command unit 
including an elastic body (403) configured to change its posi 
tion due to a user's pressure and to return to its initial potion, 
when the pressure is released (or removed), a button (402) 
configured to receive the user's first pressure, and first 
switches (404, 405) configured to generate a pointer execu 
tion command when touching one another by respectively 
changing their positions due to the user's pressure, a pressure 
differentiating pointer execution command unit integrated 
mode shift unit (410) may be configured, wherein the pres 
Sure differentiating pointer execution command unit inte 
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grated mode shift unit is configured of a second Switch unit 
(411, 412) configured to generate a mode shift execution 
command when touching one another due to the user's sec 
ond pressure, which is Smaller than the user's first pressure. 
0134. In the pressure differentiating pointer execution 
command unit integrated mode shift unit (410), by changing 
the position of the button (402), the button (402) may be fixed 
so that it cannot return to its initial position due to the elastic 
body (403). 
0135. At this point, when the button is fixed by setting the 
fixed position of the button to a position that touches the 
second switch (411, 412) and that does not touch the first 
switch (404, 405), configuration may be set to operate the 
device in a permanent mode shift mode. 
0136. In the pointer execution command unit integrated 
modeshift unit (400) using touch input, configuration may be 
made, so that a permanent mode shift Switch (414) can be 
operated by a position change, which is performed by sliding 
the button unit, and so on, and when additional pressure is 
applied, while the permanent mode shift switch (414) is in an 
activated State, the pointer execution command Switch (404. 
405) may be configured to be operated. 
0.137 The pointer execution command unit integrated 
modeshift unit (410) is configured of a touchpad (421), so as 
to operated as a mode shift unit, when a contacting Surface of 
the user's body part touching the touch pad is within a first 
predetermined range, and to be operated as a pointer execu 
tion command mode, when the contacting Surface is within a 
second predetermined range. 
0138 FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary embodiments of a 
structure of a pointer location information input device. 
0.139. The pointer location information input device of the 
human interface device may include a sensor module (501) 
including a light emitter and a camera. 
0140. The light emitter of the sensor module (501) per 
forms a function of configuring a light plane, so that a light 
path can be blocked or reflected by an obstacle, e.g., the user's 
finger, placed on a pointing location information input area 
(108), which is configured on the light plane consisting of 
light emitted from the light emitter. 
0141. The camera of the sensor module includes an optical 
sensor configured to detect light that is blocked or reflected by 
the obstacle. 

0142. The optical sensor may use a line camera, which can 
recognize line images. 
0143. It will be adequate for the line camera to have an 
image sensor configured of 400 to 1000 elements in a line 
format, and, preferably, it will be ideal for the line camera to 
be configured of 500 to 700 elements. 
0144. The line camera may include a plurality of line 
image sensors, which are configured to be one fifth to one 
seventh smaller than the 500 to 700 elements. 

0145 The light emitter is configured as a light emitting 
device for configuring a light plane, wherein the light emitter 
is placed above a text input button (303) so as to be spaced 
apart at approximately 1 millimeter. 
0146 The pointing location information input area (108) 

is configured as a portion of the light plane. 
0147 For example, an infrared light ray emitter, an infra 
red laser emitter, a laser emitter, an infrared light ray emitter, 
visible light emitter, and so on, may be used as the light 
emitting device. 
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0.148. It will be ideal to use an infrared laser emitter, which 
does not require a reflecting plate to be installed on edge 
portions, as the light emitting device. 
0149. It will be adequate for the infrared laser emitter to 
operate laser having a laser wave of 800 to 850 nanometers at 
0.3 to 1 milli Watt. 
0150. The light emitter allows the light of the infrared 
emitter to pass through a line lens, so that the light can be 
dispersed while forming a plane. 
0151. A line lens may be further included in a light emit 
ting unit of the light emitter, so that the light emitted from the 
light emitting device can configure a light plane. 
0152 The line lens is positioned to allow the light emitted 
from the light emitting device to configure a light plane that is 
substantially parallel to the text input unit. 
0153. The pointer location information input device may 
further configure an optical filter (504), so that only the light 
of a specific wave range within the light of the light emitter 
can pass through. 
0154 The optical filter (504) is installed so that light being 
emitted from the light emitter can pass through, and, addi 
tionally, when light being reflected or blocked by an obstacle 
is received by a camera, the optical filter (504) may also be 
installed in front of the camera in order to prevent light that 
has not been emitted from the light emitter from being 
received. 
0155 Although the light emitter and the optical filter for 
the camera are separately configured, it is preferable to 
closely install the light emitter and the camera, so that light 
being transmitted and light being received by one optical filter 
can both be filtered. 
0156 The optical filter may be designed to be perpendicu 
lar to a travelling direction of the light of the light emitter. 
0157 Based upon an aspect of design, the optical filter 
may be installed at 30 degrees to 60 degrees or 120 degrees or 
150 degrees with respect to the travelling direction of the light 
emitter. 
0158. The sensor module (501) may be installed to allow 
the light of the light emitter to be directly emitted as a light 
plane. (510) 
0159. The sensor module (501) may further include one 
reflecting plate (503), so that the light of the light emitter can 
be emitted as a light plane after being refracted once. (520) 
0160. At this point, the light that is reflected or blocked by 
the obstacle may also be received by the camera after being 
refracted once by the reflecting plate (503). 
0.161 The sensor module (501) may include two reflecting 
plates (503a, 503b), so that the light of the light emitter can be 
emitted as a light plane after being refracted twice. (530) 
0162. At this point, the light that is reflected or blocked by 
the obstacle may also be received by the camera after being 
refracted twice by the two reflecting plates (503a, 503b). 
0163 Accordingly, a sensor module may be installed 
inside a first housing (301). 
0164. At this point, by coating an optical filter on the 
reflecting plate (503), a separate optical filter (504) may be 
replaced. 
0.165. When the pointing location information input area 
(108) is activated by the sensor module (501), by using his (or 
her) finger, the user inputs pointing location information, 
moving his (or her) finger in a Sweeping motion Sweeping 
over multiple text input buttons (303). 
0166. At this point, in order to prevent the movement of 
the user's finger from being disturbed due to the distance 
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between each text input button (303), it will be ideal to set the 
distance between each text input button (303) to range from 
0.1 millimeter to 1 millimeter. 
0167 Additionally, it is preferable for the text input button 
(303), which is located on a lower portion of the pointing 
location information input area (108), to have upper surfaces 
of the multiple text input buttons to be located on a flat plane. 
0168 A light source, which corresponds to a light source 
emitted from the sensor module (501) that is reflected by a 
reflecting plate or an obstacle and received back to the cam 
era, passes through a light tunnel (502). 
0169. At this point, when an upper surface of the light 
tunnel is replaced by a portion of the first housing (301), the 
thickness of the housing may be reduced. 
0170 A lower surface and side surfaces of the light tunnel 
may be designed as an architecture that is separate from the 
first housing. 
0171 FIG. 6 illustrates a structural diagram of an infrared 
light-ray laser sensor module. 
0172 A principle of an infrared sensor module is to basi 
cally emit light covering the pointing location information 
area by using a light source (601) and to analyze the light 
being reflected or blocked by an obstacle and calculate a 
location of the obstacle by using one camera or two cameras 
(603). 
0173 At this point, in order to allow the light being emit 
ted from the light source (601) to be scattered, so that the light 
can be emitted to a wanted area, a line lens (602) may be used. 
(0174. It is preferable to use a line camera as a camera for 
recognizing a state of the light Source being reflected or 
blocked by an obstacle. 
0.175. The camera may install a guide light tunnel in front 
of the camera, wherein the guidelight tunnel can help the light 
that is being received to receive light of a wanted area. 
0176 The light source may correspond to infrared light 
rays, ultra-violet light rays, laser, and so on. 
0177. The light source and the camera may be respectively 
replaced with ultrasonic Sound waves and an ultrasonic Sound 
wave receiver. 
0178. In order to avoid installing a reflecting plate on the 
edge of the keyboard, it is preferable to use an infrared light 
ray laser as the light Source. 
0179. In case infrared light is to be used, a reflecting plate 
may be installed on the edge of the keyboard, or the output of 
the light source may be increased to two times or more as 
compared to an optical touch module for general screens, or a 
Supplemental light source may be additionally installed. 
0180. The sensor module may have a supplemental con 

trol board (604), which is configured to control the light 
Source and the camera and to deliver a received signal of the 
camera to a main control board. 
0181. The pointer location information input unit may be 
positioned to include a portion of an extended Surface of the 
text input unit plane. 
0182. The text input unit includes a plurality of buttons 
receiving at least one text, and the button generates a text 
select signal by shifting from a first position to a second 
position due to a pressure applied the user, and the button may 
be configured as a physical button format, which returns to its 
initial position due to its elastic body. 
0183 The text input unit includes F4 and F5 buttons 
within a Windows standard keyboard, and two cameras are 
included as the camera of the pointer location information 
input unit, and the text input unit may be designed, so that, 
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among the buttons of the text input unit, the F4 or F5 button 
can be configured as the button located in a position nearest to 
the camera located on the left side, among the two cameras. 
0.184 Alternatively, the camera located on the left side 
may be located on an area, to which a distance between the F4 
button and the F5 button below a spacebar of the Windows 
standard keyboard has performed a downward parallel shift. 
0185. Accordingly, in case a position of an index finger of 
the right hand is placed on an F position, among the text input 
buttons, an effect of an index finger of the left hand blocking 
the camera, when pointer location information is inputted by 
using the right hand, may be reduced. 
0186 Among the text input unit, when abutton having the 
largest Surface area, e.g., the space bar, is configured as the 
pointer execution command unit, for example, which mouse 
location information is inputted by using the right hand, the 
pointer execution command unit can be easily executed by 
using the left hand. 
0187. At this point, since the left hand may already be 
executing the mode shift unit, it is preferable to set up a 
minimum distance between the mode shift unit and the 
pointer execution command unit to 8 to 15 centimeters. 
0188 The mode shift unit may be provided separately 
from the button of the text input unit, and the mode shift unit 
may be shifted to and from the text input mode and the pointer 
location information input mode by recognizing that a part of 
the user's body has touched a portion of the human interface 
body, and, herein, the device may be operated in the pointer 
location information input mode when touched, and the 
device may be operated in the text input mode when 
untouched (or not touched). 
0189 The pointer execution command unit is configured 
of two buttons, and, when a first button is pressed, a first 
function, e.g., a left click of the mouse, is executed, and when 
a second button is pressed, a second function, e.g., a right 
click of the mouse, is executed, and, herein, among the text 
input buttons, the first button corresponds to a button having 
the largest Surface area, e.g., the spacebar, and, when the 
second button is set up as a first button located on a left side or 
right side of the first button, the pointer execution command 
unit may be conveniently controlled by a thumb of the right 
hand, thereby providing an easy and convenient user experi 
CCC. 

(0190. When the mode has been shifted to the text input 
mode or the pointer location information input mode by the 
mode shift unit, an indication indicating the text input mode 
or the pointer location information input mode may be dis 
played. 
0191 The display of the pointer location information 
input mode may be temporarily indicated at an instant when 
a touch occurs on the mode shift unit, or the pointer location 
information input area may be indicated starting from an 
instant when a touch occurs on the mode shift unit to an 
instant when the touch is released, and, herein, the indication 
may be displayed as a Sound or text or lighting signal. 
0.192 By doing so, it will be advantageous in that the user 

is capable of recognizing the current mode status of the key 
board, and that, in case of the pointer location information 
input mode, the user may be capable of easily knowing at 
which location the pointer location information is to be input 
ted. 
0193 The text input area of the text input unit may be 
designed to be identical to the pointer location information 
input area of the pointer location information input unit, or the 
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text input area of the text input unit may be designed to 
include the pointer location information input area of the 
pointer location information input unit, as shown in FIG. 1. 
0194 As an exemplary embodiment for configuring the 
pointer location information input unit, the pointer location 
information input unit may include one or two optical emit 
ters and cameras. 
0.195 An optical signal being received by the camera may 
be designed to pass through a light tunnel, so as to block out 
external noise light Source. 
0196. The light tunnel may be configured before the opti 
cal signal is emitted from the optical emitter to the pointer 
location information input area, and the light tunnel may be 
installed on a front Surface of the camera, which receives an 
input signal of the user from the pointer location information 
input area. 
0.197 At this point, a reflecting plate, which is configured 
to refract the optical signal being emitted from the optical 
emitter or the optical signal being received by the camera, 
may be positioned. 
0198 By assigning a level of freedom in the installation 
position and direction of the pointer location information 
input unit through the reflecting plate, an efficient usage of 
space in the architecture and advantages in the design may be 
gained. 
0199 The pointer location information input unit may be 
configured to have the pointer location information input area 
located at a position at least 0.1 to 5 millimeter above the text 
input unit, due to the optical emitter and the camera. 
0200. Accordingly, pointer location information may be 
received only when a distinctive (or accurate) touch of the 
user is intended. 
0201 If an infrared light ray laser having a wave ranging 
from 800 to 850 nanometers and operating at 0.3 to 1 milli 
Watt is used in the optical emitter, excellent power consump 
tion and cost, stability, safety, and appearance may begained. 
0202 The optical emitter may further include a line lens, 
which scatters the optical signal, so that the optical signal can 
configure a pointer location information area that is parallel to 
the text input unit. 
0203 The pointer location information input unit may be 
devised to block optical external noise by using an optical 
filter, which only allows the optical signal of an infrared light 
ray area to pass through. 
0204 When designed to have the distance between the 
physical buttons range from 0.1 to 1 millimeter, the text input 
unit may allow the user to be sufficiently provided with a soft 
and flat touch sensation, while inputting the pointer location 
information. 

0205 FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary embodiment indi 
cating a pointer location information input area. 
0206. The human interface device may be designed to 
further include pointer location information input display 
units (701, 702), which visually display (or indicate) the 
pointer location information input area when in the pointer 
location information input mode. 
0207. The mode shift unit may be provided separately 
from the button of the text input unit, and the mode shift unit 
may be designed to shift to and from the text input mode and 
the pointer location information input mode by recognizing 
that a part of the user's body has touched a portion of a 
housing of the multihuman interface, and, herein, the device 
may be designed to be operated in the pointer location infor 
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mation input mode when touched, and to be operated in the 
text input mode when untouched (or not touched). 
0208. At this point, in case the part of the user's body 
being used for performing the mode shift corresponds to the 
right hand (106b) the modeshift unit may be designed to have 
the left hand perform the pointer location information input 
(108a). 
0209. In this case, it is preferable to design the pointer 
location information input area to be located closer to a corner 
facing into the corner where the mode shiftunit is located, and 
the design may be made under the same principle when the 
left hand and the right hand are used in an opposite manner. 
(106a, 108b) 
0210 Conversely, the mode shift unit may also be 
designed to have the right hand correspond to the part of the 
user's body being used for performing the mode shift and to 
have the right hand also corresponds to the hand performing 
the pointer location information input. 
0211. In this case, it is preferable to design the pointer 
location information input area to be located closer to the 
corner where the mode shift unit is located instead of the 
corner facing into the corresponding corner, and the design 
may also be made under the same principle in case of the left 
hand. 

0212. The mode shift unit may determine the text input 
mode and the pointer location information input mode based 
upon a number or location of the user's fingers recognized by 
the pointer location information input unit. 
0213. The number of the user's fingers recognized when 
the input mode is determined as the pointer location informa 
tion input mode is smaller than the number of the user's 
fingers recognized when the input mode is determined as the 
text input mode. 
0214. For example, while the mode shift unit is controlled 
by using the left hand, the finger of the left hand may be in an 
untouched state from the text input button, and the index 
finger of the right hand may be in a touched State in order to 
perform pointer location information input, and, in this case, 
the number offingers of the user that are recognized is equal 
tO One. 

0215 Conversely, when the fingers of the left hand and the 
right hand are touching the keyboard in order to perform text 
input, the number of recognized fingers of the user may be 
recognized as 2 to 8 or less. 
0216. The pointer location information input mode dis 
play unit may be temporarily displayed (or indicated), when 
the input mode shifted to the pointer location information 
input mode by the mode shift unit, or the pointer location 
information input area may be visually displayed (or indi 
cated) starting from a time point when the input mode has 
been shifted to the pointer location information input mode to 
a time point when the corresponding mode is released (or 
cancelled). 
0217. The pointer location information input mode dis 
play unit may be designed to be displayed from the text input 
button due to a visible light ray generator or a reflected light 
caused by the text input button or through a distance between 
the text input buttons. 
0218. At this point, the input mode may also be displayed 
in case the input mode is in the text input mode, and the 
indication may be displayed to differentiate the text input 
mode and the pointer location information input mode from 
one another. 
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0219. The pointer location information input mode dis 
play unit is configured of surfaces (702a, 702b) deposited 
with a dye (or colorant), which emits visible light rays by 
optically reacting to non-visible light ray generators (701a, 
701b) or non-visible light rays, and the dye may be deposited 
on the text input buttons or on intervals (or spaces) between 
the text input buttons. 
0220. The mode shift unit may further include a hand-side 
determination unit, which is configured to determine whether 
the user performed the pointer location information input 
with his (or her) left hand or right hand. 
0221) The display of the pointer location information 
input mode display unit may be changed in accordance with 
the hand-side determination unit. 

0222 Button alignment and operation of the pointer 
execution command unit may be fluidly shifted in accordance 
with the hand-side determination unit. 

0223 For example, in case the pointer execution com 
mand unit includes a mouse right click and left click, the 
buttons that are to respectively perform the mouse right click 
and left click may be shifted in accordance with the determi 
nation of the hand-side determination unit. 

0224. The pointer location information input mode dis 
play unit may indicate (or display) different pointer location 
information input areas (702a, 702b) in accordance with the 
determined result of the hand-side determination unit. 

0225. When operating in the pointer location information 
input mode, when a pointer location information input is not 
inputted by the user for a predetermined period of time, or 
when an input is received through a text input button, the 
modeshiftunit may be designed to be automatically shifted to 
the text input mode. 
0226. The pointer location information input mode dis 
play unit may be designed to recognize a pointer input area, 
even during the text input mode, by depositing the text input 
buttons or portions of the text input buttons with a dye (or 
colorant), so as to be visually indicated (or displayed) regard 
less of the mode of the modeshift unit. 

0227 FIG. 8 illustrates a first exemplary embodiment of a 
pointer location information input device that can be detached 
from a text input device. 
0228 Being designed to be detached from a text input 
device (800), a pointer location information input device 
(810) may be attached (801) or detached from (802) the text 
input device. 
0229. At this point, a power connection unit (820) 
included in the pointer location information input device may 
be supplied with power from a power source of the text input 
device (800). 
0230. The pointer location information input device (801) 
includes at least one pointer location information input device 
(105a, 105b) and may further include a control unit and an 
optical filter (504). 
0231. The detachable pointer location information input 
device (810) may be attached, so as to configure a pointing 
location information input area on Surface that is parallel to 
the text input area (801), and, by being positioned on a left 
side (803) or a right side (804) of the text input device, a 
pointing location information input area may be configured 
on a bottom surface where the text input device is placed. 
0232. At this point, the pointing location information 
input device and the power connection unit (820) are 
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designed to be fluidly modified in accordance with a location 
shift (or change) of the pointing location information input 
device. 
0233 FIG. 9 illustrates a second exemplary embodiment 
of a pointer location information input device that can be 
detached from a text input device. 
0234. The pointer location information input device (900) 
includes an internal power unit, so as to be Supplied with 
power from an external or embedded battery. 
0235. When the pointer location information input device 
(900) is operated in a first location information input mode 
(902), a housing of the pointer location information input 
device (900) may be designed to have a constant height and 
angle, so that a pointer location information input area can be 
parallel to a text input area of the text input device. 
0236 Alternatively, a first location information input 
mode adjustment device, which can adjust the height and 
inclination of the housing, may be further included, so as to 
allow the user to arbitrarily adjust the height and angle of the 
location information input area. 
0237 When the pointer location information input device 
(900) is operated in a second location information input mode 
(904), a housing of the pointer location information input 
device (900) may be designed to have a constant height and 
angle, so that a pointer location information input area can be 
parallel to a bottom surface where the pointer location infor 
mation input device (900) is placed. 
0238 Preferably, at this point, the height of an optical filter 
(504) in the first location information input mode is higher 
that the height of the optical filter (504) in the second location 
information input mode. 
0239 When the pointer location information input device 
(900) is operated in a third location information input mode 
(906), a housing of the pointer location information input 
device (900) may be designed to have a constant height and 
angle, so that a pointer location information input area can be 
formed to include an area that is perpendicular to a bottom 
surface where the pointer location information input device 
(900) is placed. 
0240. In order to be capable of identifying two modes 
among the first location information input mode, the second 
location information input mode, and the third location infor 
mation input mode, depending upon the state in which it is 
placed on the bottom Surface, the pointer location information 
input device (900) may include a location information input 
mode sensor unit. 
0241 The location information input mode sensor unit 
may be configured of a sensor using gravity, a sensor detect 
ing a surface placed on the bottom, or a Switch. 
0242. The pointer location information input device (900) 
may have any one mode of the first to third location informa 
tion input modes. 
0243 Most particularly, in case of the third location infor 
mation input mode (906), the mode shift for the shifting the 
text input mode and the pointer location information may be 
replaced with whether or not the users hand or finger has 
been detected in the location information input device (900). 
0244 More specifically, while the user is performing text 
input, in the location information input device being in the 
third location information input mode, the user's hand or 
finger is not detected. 
0245. When the user places his (or her) hand or finger on 
an upper portion of the location information input device, 
which is in the third location information input mode (906), in 
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order to input the location information of the pointer, the 
location information input device (900) is shifted to the 
pointer location information input mode. 
0246 Alternatively, a digital device, which is connected to 
the text input unit (800) and the location information input 
device (900) via wired or wireless connection, may shift to 
and from the text input mode and the pointer location infor 
mation input mode based upon a state when the location 
information input device has detected the user's hand or 
finger. 
0247 Alternatively, the location information input device 
(900) may transmit information, so as to allow the text input 
unit (800), which is connected via wired or wireless connec 
tion, to perform mode shift by receiving status information of 
the location information input device (900), or to allow the 
digital device to perform mode shift. 
0248. At this point, in case the text input is being per 
formed, the location information input device (900) may be 
shifted to a first power saving mode, which consumes less 
power than when operated in the pointer location information 
input mode. 
0249. Once the text input is stopped, during an initial first 
interval, the first power saving mode may be shifted to an 
active mode. 
0250 Once the text input is stopped, if the users hand or 
finger is not detected during an initial first interval, the mode 
may be shifted to a second power saving mode, which con 
Sumes less power than the first power saving mode. 
0251. In the first power saving mode, in order to determine 
the presence or absence of the users hand or finger, a sensor 
may be periodically controlled by using less power than the 
active mode. 
0252. In the first power saving mode, when the users hand 
or finger is detected, the mode may be shifted to the active 
mode. 

0253) In the active mode, the mode may be shifted to the 
pointer location information input mode. 
0254. In the pointer location information input mode, a 
pointer execution command unit for pointer execution com 
mands may generate a pointer execution command, by using 
a button provided on the text input device, or based upon a 
change (or shift) in a position or shape of the detected user's 
hand or finger. 
0255. The location information input device (900) may be 
activated by the mode shiftunit of the text input device (800). 
0256 FIG.10 illustrates a third exemplary embodiment of 
a pointer location information input device that can be 
detached from a text input device. 
0257 The location information input device (1000) may 
have a housing (1001) enveloping at least two surfaces of a 
text input device so that the text input device (800) can be 
mounted. 

0258. The location information input device (1000) is con 
figured of a pointer location information input device (105a, 
105b) and a mode shiftunit (106), a control unit (1001) and a 
housing (1002), an optical filter (907) (1010). 
0259. The textinput device (800) is mounted to the pointer 
location information input device (1000) (1020), and, then, 
the optical filter is located at a portion higher than the text 
input device (800), so that a light source for configuring a 
pointing location information input area, which is parallel to 
an upper portion of the text input device (800) input area, can 
pass through the optical filter (907). 
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0260. At least one surface (1003) of the housing (1002) 
enveloping the text input device may have its surface material 
respectively processed as a mirror, transparent glass or plas 
tic, or a light absorber of a black color group in accordance 
with the different types of pointer location information input 
devices, so that the light source emitted from the pointer 
location information input device (105) can be reflected or 
penetrated (or passed through) or absorbed. 
0261 FIG. 8 and FIG.9 and FIG. 10 correspond to exem 
plary embodiments of a pointing location information input 
device that can be detached from the text input device and 
have the following components. 
0262 The pointer location information input device 
includes a pointer location information input unit, which 
receives information related to pointer location from the user. 
0263. The pointer location information input device 
receives pointing location information of the user, which is 
inputted through a pointing location information input area, 
which is configured by the pointer location information input 
device. 
0264. The pointer location information input device 
includes a pointer execution command receiving unit, which 
receives a signal of a pointer execution command unit, which 
receives a user's command, so that at least one function can be 
executed at a position where the pointer is located. 
0265. The pointer execution command unit may be con 
figured of a button or a touch switch, which is included in the 
pointer location information input unit, or the pointer execu 
tion command unit may be configured of a control unit, which 
shifts to a pointer execution command, when a predefined 
input is received, among the user inputs received from the text 
input device. 
0266 The pointer location information input device 
includes a mode shift command receiving unit, which 
receives a signal of the modeshiftunit that shifts to the pointer 
location information input mode. 
0267. The mode shift unit may be configured in the point 
ing location information input device or may be configured in 
the text input device or may be configured as a separate 
device. 
0268. The pointer location information input device 
includes a power unit delivering power to the pointer location 
information input unit and the pointer execution command 
receiving unit and the mode shift command receiving unit. 
0269. The power unit may correspond to a power unit 
having an embedded battery or may correspond to a contactor 
being Supplied with power from an external Source. 
0270. The pointer location information input device 
includes a pointer location information transmitting unit con 
figured to transmit information related to the pointer location, 
which is inputted to the pointer location information input 
unit, to a digital device, which is connected to the human 
interface device via wired or wireless connection. 
0271 The pointer location information input area of the 
pointer location information input unit is set to have a pre 
decided height and angle, so that the pointer location infor 
mation input area can be positioned to be parallel to an upper 
surface of at least a portion of the text input area of the text 
input device, which is configured of multiple physical but 
tOnS. 

0272. In case the mode shift unit is provided separately 
from the text input buttons of the text input device, the mode 
shift unit may be fixed to at least one surface of the text input 
device, by recognizing the reception of a user input, the mode 
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shift unit may transmit information indicating that the mode 
corresponds to the pointer location information input mode to 
the mode shift command receiving unit via wired or wireless 
connection. 
0273. The pointer location information input unit may 
include an optical emitter and a camera, and an optical signal 
being received by the camera may be designed to pass 
through an optical filter after passing through a light tunnel. 
0274 The pointer location information input device 
includes a location status recognizing unit configured to rec 
ognize location status information respective to gravitational 
information of the human interface device or location status 
information respective to a bottom where the human interface 
device is placed or location status information of the human 
interface device through an input of the user. 
0275. The location status may be configured of at least two 
types, and, in case of a first location status, the mode is shifted 
to a first pointer location information input mode, and, in case 
of a second location status, the mode is shifted to a second 
pointer location information input mode 
0276. The pointer location information input area respec 

tive to the first location status indicates that the pointer loca 
tion information input area is positioned to be parallel to at 
least a portion of the text input area of the text input device. 
0277. The pointer location information input area respec 

tive to the second location status indicates that the pointer 
location information input area is positioned to be parallel to 
a bottom Surface where the pointing location information 
input device is placed. 
0278 By locating an upper surface of the pointing location 
information input device operating in the first pointer location 
information input mode on the bottom surface, when shifting 
to the second pointer location information input mode, an 
ordinate of the pointing location information input is calcu 
lated identically, whereas an abscissa of the pointing location 
information input is calculated by alternating (or Switching) 
increasing and decreasing directions. 
0279 Among the text input buttons of the text input 
device, the spacebar may be used as the pointer execution 
command unit, and another button that is adjacent to the 
spacebar may be additionally used as the pointer execution 
command unit. 
0280. The power unit may be supplied with power from 
the text input device. 
0281. The pre-defined height and angle of the location 
information input area respective to the first location status 
may be defined by an adjuster, which allows the user to 
perform adjustment within a pre-defined range. 
0282. The adjuster may have its angle adjusted by adjust 
ing a connection angle with a Surface that is adjacent to at least 
one Surface of the housing of the pointing location informa 
tion input device. 
0283. The adjuster may have its height adjusted by adjust 
ing the height of at least one Surface of the housing of the 
pointing location information input device. 
0284. The adjuster may have its pre-defined angle and 
height adjusted by adjusting the angle and height of an optical 
module of the pointing location information input unit of the 
pointing location information input device. 
0285 FIG. 11 illustrates a front view diagram of a human 
interface device having a low-positioned pointer location 
information input device applied thereto. 
0286 The human interface device includes a text input 
unit comprising a plurality of physical buttons, a pointer 
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location information input unit configured to receive infor 
mation related to a pointer location from a user, a pointer 
execution command receiving unit configured to receive a 
signal of a pointer execution command unit receiving a com 
mand of the user to perform at least one function at the pointer 
location, a mode shift command receiving unit configured to 
receive a signal of the mode shift unit shifting to a pointer 
location information input mode, a power unit configured to 
deliver power to the pointer location information input unit 
and the pointer execution command receiving unit and the 
mode shift command receiving unit, a pointer location infor 
mation transmitting unit configured to transmit the informa 
tion related to the pointer location, which is inputted to the 
pointer location information input unit, to a digital device 
being connected to the human interface device via wired or 
wireless connection. A pointer location information input 
area of the pointer location information input unit is located to 
be parallel (321) to an upper surface of at least a portion of a 
text input area of the text input unit, which comprises a 
plurality of physical buttons, and wherein the pointer location 
information input unit is configured of at least two sensor 
modules, and wherein the at least two sensor modules are 
respectively located on a lower left side (1102) and right side 
(1103) of the human interface device. 
0287. The pointer location information input unit com 
prises an optical emitter and a camera, and an optical signal 
that is received by the camera passes through a light tunnel. 
0288 The mode shift unit is provided separately from text 
input buttons of the text input device. 
0289. The modeshift unit is located on a left side of a text 
input area of the text input device, and, by recognizing the 
reception of a user input to the mode shift unit, the modeshift 
unit transmits information indicating that the mode corre 
sponds to the pointer location information input mode to the 
mode shift command receiving unit. 
0290 The physical button is configured of an upper por 
tion of the button, which receives a pressure from the user's 
finger, and an elastic body, which applies a physical force so 
that the upper portion of the button can return to its initial 
position when the pressure of the user's finger is removed. 
0291. The multihuman interface device is provided with a 
reflector reflecting or an absorber (1101) absorbing a light 
Source being generated from the pointer location information 
input unit on a left side, a right side, and an upper portion of 
the text input area and is not provided with at least one portion 
on a lower portion of the text input area. 
0292. The reflector is used when the light source being 
generated from the pointer location information input unit 
corresponds to infrared light rays, and the absorber is used 
when the light source corresponds to infrared light ray laser. 
0293 At least two sensor modules (1102, 1103) of the 
pointer location information input unit are positioned so that 
at least a portion of each sensor module is included in lower 
portions of an outer left side area and an outer right side area 
of the text input area. More specifically, a left side sensor is 
positioned at a location below the control button including at 
least a portion of a left side of a control button of a standard 
Windows keyboard, i.e., at a location further below toward a 
housing corner where there are no control buttons. Accord 
ingly, in order to maximize the attractive appearance of the 
multi human interface, the sensor module allows the multi 
human interface device to be configured at a minimum Vol 
le. 
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0294. Additionally, by locating the position of the sensor 
near a vertex of the text input area (1110), having the sensor 
face a diagonal direction of the text input device may allow 
the pointer location information input area to be configured to 
have a larger Surface area, as compared to when the sensor is 
positioned on corner areas so as to face horizontal and vertical 
directions of the text input area. Furthermore, by shifting the 
location of a portion having a relatively low location infor 
mation detection accuracy of the pointer location information 
between a sensor and another sensor, the overall pointer loca 
tion information input area at an upper portion of the text 
input area may be maximized. 
0295 Additionally, the location of the sensor may be 
located on a lower end of the spacebar in the standard key 
board, so as to have a smaller width than the width of a 
keyboard (1120). The width between a sensor and another 
sensor decides a width of the pointer location information 
input area, and, accordingly, although the Surface area of the 
pointer location information input area is decreased as com 
pared to when the sensor is located on the corner (1110), a 
relatively higher pointer location information detects resolu 
tion may be gained. 
0296. A distance between a sensor and another sensor 
eliminates the reflector or absorber of the light source, and, by 
reducing the height of the housing, when pressing on the 
spacebar of the standard keyboard by using the thumb, the 
thumb may be prevented from being stalled by the housing. 
0297 FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
pointer execution command unit integrated mode shifting 
unit. 

0298. When an input operation leading to frequent shifting 
to and from the text input mode and the pointer location 
information input mode is performed, a number of Sessions 
inputting mode shift and pointer execution commands 
increases. 

0299 For example, in case of a right-handed user, when 
the user wishes to input pointer location information while 
performing text input in the text input mode, the user is 
required to perform mode shift by using his (or her) left and or 
right hand and, then, after inputting the pointer location infor 
mation, the user is required to perform input to the pointer real 
name command unit by using his (or her) left hand. 
0300 Generally, while performing Swift operation, the 
user tends to input text and pointer location information and 
pointer execution information while locking his (or her) eyes 
(or eye-view) on the monitor, and, herein, in case the mode 
shift unit and the pointer execution command input unit are 
separately provided, this may cause the movement of the hand 
to occur too frequently, and by failing to correctly locate the 
accurate location of the unit, the user may not be able to 
properly execute the intended function or may experience 
inconvenience in the working process of having to directly 
look at the keyboard. 
0301 In order to resolve this problem, for example, in case 
of a right-handed user, after performing text input in the text 
input mode, when the user places his (or her) left hand on the 
mode shift unit, a mode shift command is generated, thereby 
shifting the mode to the pointer input mode. Then, while the 
hand is placed on the mode shift unit, after inputting pointer 
location information by using the right hand, when pressure is 
applied on the mode shift unit, the pointer execution com 
mand unit may be capable of receiving the input of the user. 
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0302) Accordingly, the user may share a location of the 
mode shift unit for performing mode shift and a location of 
the pointer execution command unit for performing pointer 
execution command. 

0303 As an exemplary embodiment for realizing the 
same, the mode shift unit is configured of a touch Switch that 
can receive a touch input of the user's hand and the pointer 
execution command unit is configured of a Switch that reacts 
to pressure, Such as a tact Switch, and is located below the 
mode shift unit. 

0304 At this point, a first pointer execution command unit 
(1104) and a second pointer execution command unit (1105) 
are configured to be connected to one another through a 
conductive material, which can recognize a touch from the 
users hand, or a first pointer execution command unit (1104) 
and a second pointer execution command unit (1105) are 
configured to be commonly connected to one another through 
the mode shift unit (201), so that mode shift can be equally 
realized whether the user touches the first pointer execution 
command unit or whether the user touches the second pointer 
execution command unit. 

0305 At this point, the mode shift activates the pointer 
location information input mode, while the touch is being 
applied, and the mode shift is operated in the text input mode, 
when the touch is released. 

0306 In addition to touch, the mode shift performed by 
touch may be configured of another switch that is operated by 
a pressure lower than the pressure applied for the pointer 
execution command or may be configured of a sensor that can 
sense the location of the user's finger. 
0307 At this point, the mode shift and pointer execution 
command unit may be located in an area that is differentiated 
from the text input area. 
0308 Preferably, in case of a right-handed user, the mode 
shift and pointer execution command unit is located on an 
outer left side area of the text input area. 
0309. In case the mode shift and pointer execution com 
mand unit is located outside of the text input area, the possi 
bility of the pointer location information input unit confusing 
the respective input with the pointer location information 
input may be eliminated, and the pointer location information 
input area may be extended. 
0310. The multihuman interface device may be provided 
with a second mode shiftunit (1202). As a switch operating as 
a toggle Switch, each time an input is received from the user, 
the second mode shift unit shifts to and from the text input 
mode and the pointer location information input mode. 
Accordingly, even though the user is not touching the mode 
shift unit with his (or her) left hand, the user may be capable 
of performing pointer location information input by only 
using his (or her) right hand. 
0311. At this point, in case the multi human interface 
device is in the text mode due to the second mode shift unit, 
and in case a mode shift command generated by touch is 
received, the multi human interface device operates in the 
pointer location information input mode. Additionally, in 
case the multihuman interface device is in the pointer loca 
tion information input mode due to the second mode shift 
unit, and in case a modeshift command generated by touch is 
received, when the mode shift command generated by touch 
is cancelled while the pointer location information input 
mode is maintained, or when text input is received by the text 
input unit, the mode is shifted to the text input mode. 
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0312. At this point, when a mode shift is performed by a 
text input, at least a first text input is disregarded, and when at 
least two or more text inputs are received, the mode may be 
shifted to the text input mode. 
0313 At this point, when at least two or more text inputs 
are received, and the mode is shifted to the text input mode, 
the multihuman interface device transmits a text input includ 
ing the disregarded at least first text to the digital device, and, 
then, the multihuman interface device transmits newly input 
ted text input information to the digital device. 
0314 FIG. 13 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of 
using a cover of a multihuman interface device. 
0315. In order to allow the pointer location information 
input device to form a pointer location information input area, 
the multihuman interface device requires a space of at least 1 
millimeter to 2 millimeters on an upper portion of a flat 
Surface (or plane) of the text input device, which is configured 
of a physical device, and an edge for locating an absorber for 
absorbing or a reflector for reflecting an optical signal may be 
required to envelop the text input area and may be required to 
be formed on at least 3 corners. 
0316. At this point, a difference of at least 1 to 2 millime 

ters may occur between a height of the edges of the at least 3 
corners and a height of flat Surface (or plane) of the text input 
area, and a cubic (or cube-like) space is Substantially formed 
on an upper portion of the text input area. 
0317. The multi human interface device may be further 
equipped with a multi-purpose cover (1322), which is con 
figured to protect (or guard) the text input area from external 
shock, on the substantial cubic-type space (1310). 
0318. The multi-purpose cover (1322) may be detached 
from the multi human interface device (1320) and may be 
attached or detached due to a magnet or a physical structure. 
0319. The multi-purpose cover (1322) may be configured 

to have a structure that can be folded multiple times. Prefer 
ably, as a structure that can be folded twice, a width of at least 
one section of the divided sections may be smaller than a 
width of the other section. 
0320. This allows an inclination of the multihuman inter 
face device to be further reduced, when the multi-purpose 
cover is mounted on a lower portion after being folded, in 
order to adjust the inclination of the multi human interface 
device. 
0321. After being folded, when the multi-purpose cover is 
mounted on the bottom surface of the multihuman interface 
device, among the folded Surface, a portion that comes in 
contact with (or touches) the ground Surface may be provided 
with an inclined surface (1342), so that the surface touching 
the ground Surface can become larger. 
0322. A wanted inclination of the multi human interface 
device may be adjusted in accordance with a number of 
folding of the multi-purpose cover (1322). 
0323. The multi-purpose cover (1322) may be internally 
equipped with a rechargeable battery (1323) inside the cover. 
0324. An electrode of the rechargeable battery (1323) may 
be located on a lower portion of the multi-purpose cover, and 
the electrode may be located on a portion of an area that is 
protruded more than a portion covering the text input area 
(1331), and, in case the multi-purpose cover is covering the 
text input device (1310), the electrode may be connected to an 
electrode that is provided on an upper portion of the multi 
human interface device. 
0325 Additionally, in case the multi-purpose cover is 
folded, and in case the multi-purpose cover mounted on a 
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lower portion in order to adjust the inclination of the multi 
human interface device, the electrode of the battery may be 
connected provided on an electrode provided on a bottom 
surface of the multihuman interface device. 
0326 Being connected to an external power, the multi 
human interface device may supply power to the rechargeable 
battery (1323) embedded in the multi-purpose cover or may 
separately recharge the multi-purpose cover. 
0327. At this point, a bottom surface of the multi human 
interface device is equipped with a covering area (1332) 
covering a text input area, which has a height that is different 
from the protruded edge area where the electrode (1331) is 
located, and a groove where a magnet or a physical joining 
device or a coveris inserted, so that detachment or attachment 
can be performed at an accurate location. 
0328. The edge of the multi-purpose cover is deposited 
with a material that can remove (or eliminate) fine dust par 
ticles or grease, moisture, and so on, and, each time the cover 
is attached to or detached from the multi human interface 
device, foreign Substances on the absorbing plate or reflecting 
plate or the front surface of the optical emitter and the camera 
may be removed (or eliminated). 
0329. In case the multi-purpose cover is covering the text 
input area, when this is detected, the power of the multi 
human interface device may be turned off. 
0330. In case the multi-purpose cover is mounted on a 
bottom surface of the multihuman interface device, the power 
of the multihuman interface device may be turned on. 
0331 Additionally, after the power is turned on, if there is 
no user input for a predetermined period of time, the power 
may be blocked or the device may be shifted to a stand-by 
mode. 
0332. In case the multi-purpose cover is covering the text 
input area (1310), the multi human interface device is sub 
stantially configured to have a cubic form consisting of a thin 
plate, and may maximize its attractive appearance by being 
designed to have no inclination when placed on the ground 
Surface and to have a smaller inclination when a multi-pur 
pose cover is mounted on the lower portion. 
0333 Meanwhile, when the multi-purpose cover is folded 
and mounted on a bottom Surface of the multihuman interface 
device, an inclination may be provided just as a general key 
board. 
0334 Although the multi-purpose cover is detachable, the 
multi-purpose cover may be designed to be folded by making 
downward circular movements from the upper surface to the 
bottom surface of the multihuman interface device due to a 
hinge. 
0335 FIG. 14 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a 
human interface device being applied to a mobile electronic 
device. Such as a mobile electronic device or a tablet personal 
computer. 
0336. The multi human interface device (1420) may be 
used as an input device of a mobile electronic device. 
0337. A mobile electronic device including a multihuman 
interface device may be designed to have a structure, wherein 
a display unit being configured of a display panel (1411) and 
a frame (1410) supporting the display panel is joined with the 
multi human interface device by a hinge (1427) so as to be 
covered and opened. 
0338. At this point, the display unit is configured to be 
inserted in a substantially cubic space, which is configured of 
a text input area and a reflecting plate or absorbing plate 
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(1424) of the human interface device. Thus, a thickness of the 
mobile electronic device using the human interface device 
may be minimized. 
0339. In order to do so, a display unit of the mobile elec 
tronic device should be designed to have a width that is 
smaller than the width of the human interface device (1420) 
as much as at least two times the width of the reflecting plate 
or absorbing plate (1423, 1424). 
0340. In other words, in FIG. 13, the device should be 
designed so that the display unit can be inserted in a place 
where a multi-purpose cover is to be placed. 
0341 The display unit has a structure of having both of its 
corners rounded or obliquely (or diagonally) cut (1413). 
0342. When the display unit is folded, a pointer location 
information input device (1421, 1422) is positioned on an 
outside of the corners that are rounded or diagonally cut. 
0343. When the mobile electronic device is folded, this is 
to allow the mobile electronic device to be folded while 
maintaining a thin thickness without being interrupted by the 
pointer location information input device (1421,1422). 
0344. At this point, as described above, a mode shift unit 
and a pointer execution command unit may be located outside 
the text input area on a side Surface of the human interface 
device, or the modeshift unit may be located on a side surface 
outside the text input area, and the pointer execution com 
mand unit may be operated as at least one of the text input 
buttons, or both the mode shift unit and the pointer execution 
command unit may be operated as at least one of the text input 
buttons. 

0345 Furthermore, more specifically, the mode shift unit 
and the pointer execution command unit may be located on an 
outer lower portion of the text input area. (1425, 1426) 
0346. At this point, as shown in FIG. 12, although it is 
preferable that the mode shift unit and the pointer execution 
command unit are configured as a single body, the mode shift 
unit and the pointer execution command unit may also be 
separately divided and separately located. 
0347. At this point, in case the mode shift unit or the 
pointer execution command unit is located on the outer lower 
portion of the text input area, in case the user places his (or 
her) hand in order to control the mode shift unit or the pointer 
execution command unit, in order to prevent the pointer loca 
tion information input device (1421, 1422) from malfunction 
ing as the user has inputted the location information of the 
pointer, the pointer location information input area should be 
configured while excluding the area where the modeshiftunit 
or the pointer execution command unit is located. 
0348. In order to do so, by adjusting an area being covered 
by an optical signal, which is generated from the pointer 
location information input device, the optical signal may be 
designed to not reach the mode shift unit or the pointer execu 
tion command unit. 

0349. Alternatively, in order to prevent the camera from 
receiving an optical signal that is generated by a reflection or 
interference or blockage between the user's finger, which is 
placed on the mode shift unit or the pointer execution com 
mand unit, and the optical signal, an optical signal receiving 
angle of the camera may be adjusted, or the camera may be 
configured to disregard the optical signal being received from 
the corresponding direction. 
0350. The mobile electronic device is designed to include 
an absorbing plate or reflecting plate for absorbing or reflect 
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ing a light source, which is generated from the pointer loca 
tion information input device, on at least three corner por 
tions. 
0351. At this point, when two surfaces are located on side 
surfaces of the human interface device (1423, 1424) and when 
one surface has the display unit opened within a predeter 
mined angle from a surface where the display unit touches the 
human interface device, in order to allow the light source, 
which is generated from the pointer location information 
input device (1421, 1422), to be sufficiently reflected or 
absorbed, the reflector or the absorber may be located in a 
predetermined area (1412) of the display unit corner. 
0352. In FIG. 14, the display unit may be configured of a 
flexible display unit, wherein the flexible display unit covers 
a text input area of the multihuman interface device, and, by 
being bent, the flexible display unit may be fixed to be 
wrapped around or to envelop the bottom surface of the 
human interface device. 
0353. Additionally, in FIG. 14, the display unit may be 
replaced with the multi-purpose cover, which is described 
above in FIG. 13, and an absorber or reflector may be located 
on the corner portions of the multi-purpose cover, which are 
contacting the multi human interface device, and, due to a 
hinge, the multi-purpose cover may be tilted to rear Surface 
(or backward), so as to be used for the purpose of adjusting the 
height of the human interface device. 
0354 FIG. 15 illustrates an exemplary embodiment apply 
ing a low-positioned pointer location information input 
device and a low-positioned pointer execution command unit. 
0355 The human interface device includes a text input 
unit (1501) comprising a plurality of physical buttons, a 
pointer location information input unit configured to receive 
information related to a pointer location from a user, a pointer 
execution command receiving unit configured to receive a 
signal of a pointer execution command unit (1505, 1506) 
receiving a command of the user to perform at least one 
function at the pointer location, a mode shift command 
receiving unit configured to receive a signal of the mode shift 
unit shifting to a pointer location information input mode, a 
pointer location information transmitting unit configured to 
transmit the information related to the pointer location, which 
is inputted to the pointer location information input unit, to a 
digital device being connected to the human interface device 
via wired or wireless connection. A pointer location informa 
tion input area of the pointer location information input unit is 
located to be parallel to an upper Surface of at least a portion 
of a text input area of the text input unit, which comprises a 
plurality of physical buttons, and wherein the pointer location 
information input unit includes an optical signal reflector or 
absorber (1503a, 1503b, 1503c), which is formed to be higher 
than a height of the text input unit, on first to third surfaces 
(1502a, 1502b, 1502c) enveloping the text input unit, and 
wherein a fourth surface (1502d) enveloping the text input 
unit is formed to be lower than the heights of the first to third 
surfaces, and wherein the fourth surface may include the 
pointer execution command unit (1505, 1506). 
0356. Each of the first surface and the third surface may be 
respectively located on a left side and a right side of the text 
input unit, and the second Surface may be located on an upper 
side of the text input unit, and the fourth surface may be 
located on a lower side of the text input unit. 
0357 The pointer location information input unit includes 
at least two sensor modules, and the two sensor modules may 
be respectively located on a lower left side corner area and a 
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lower right side corner area of the text input unit. The mode 
shift unit is operated by a first input of the user that is inputted 
via a first button, and the pointer execution command receiv 
ing unit may be operated by a second input of the user that is 
inputted via the first button. 
0358. The first button may be configured of a material that 
can detect an electrical signal generated by the touch of a 
finger, and the first input may be generated by recognizing the 
electrical signal. 
0359 While the first input is maintained, the device is 
operated in the pointer location information input mode, and, 
when the first input is released (or cancelled), the pointer 
location information input mode may be cancelled, and the 
first input may be generated by physical pressure. 
0360. The mode shift unit may be operated by a second 
input of the user that is inputted to a second button, and, when 
the second input is inputted 1 time, in case the pointer location 
information input mode is in a cancelled State, the corre 
sponding mode may be activated, and, in case the pointer 
location information input mode is activated, the correspond 
ing mode may be cancelled. 
0361 FIG. 1 to FIG. 15 collectively describe an example 
of a multihuman interface device, which is to be described in 
the present invention, which will not be limited only to each 
of the exemplary embodiments described above, and the tech 
nical features and characteristics that are described in the 
above-described exemplary embodiment may be applied to 
other exemplary embodiments that are described above. 
Additionally, the types and used technologies of the textinput 
device pointing location information input device that are 
included herein may be changed and/or replaced without 
having the essential purpose modified or changed by anyone 
skilled in the art. 
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Mode for Carrying Out the Invention 
0362. As described above, related details have been 
described in a best mode for carrying out the invention. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

0363 As described above, the present invention may be 
fully or partially applied to a multi human interface device 
including a text input device and a pointer location informa 
tion input device. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A human interface device, comprising: 
a text input unit comprising a plurality of physical buttons, 
a pointer location information input unit configured to 

receive information related to a pointer location from a 
user, 

a pointer execution command receiving unit configured to 
receive a command of the user to perform at least one 
function at the pointer location, 

a first mode shift unit configured to activate and deactivate 
a pointer location information input mode, and 

a pointer location information transmitting unit configured 
to transmit the information related to the pointer loca 
tion, which is inputted to the pointer location informa 
tion input unit, to a digital device being connected to the 
human interface device via wired or wireless connec 
tion, 

wherein a pointer location information input area of the 
pointer location information input unit is located to be 
parallel to an upper Surface of at least a portion of a text 
input area of the text input unit, which comprises the 
plurality of physical buttons, wherein the first mode shift 
unit is operated by a first input of the user being inputted 
via a first button, and the pointer execution command 
receiving unit is operated by a second input of the user 
being inputted via the first button. 
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